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IRIS delivers unified risk and profitability analysis solutions for the banking,
insurance and corporate sectors. The integrated IRIS solutions cover a broad
scope and depth of financial analysis, ensuring consistency of results, and redu-
cing the costs of analysis. In addition, the IRIS solutions provide the user with
the power of dynamic simulation. Dynamic simulation allows evaluating poten-
tial decisions in a what-if environment, and as a consequence making highly
quantified strategic decisions.

The success of the IRIS solutions relies on the following strengths:

1. easy to use and highly flexible modular software platforms satisfying the
internal and external analysis requirements in the field of financial and ope-
rational risk analysis for small to large organizations:
• riskpro™, including the OpRisk Suite from RCS AG
• riskprolight™, a simplified subset of riskpro™ for Basel II standard

credit risk

2. unmatched financial products coverage, from saving accounts, complex
loans, insurance instruments to exotic options and structured products 

3. experienced and talented implementation and support resources providing
quality services and know-how transfer to secure effective solution imple-
mentation and use. This covers: 
• management consulting
• project management
• functional and technical implementation
• technical data integration
• modeling support
• training and workshops by the IRIS academy

4. worldwide accessibility and global delivery capability through advanced and
effective communication processes and a growing number of IRIS Partners
experienced in the financial IRIS technology.

unified financial analysis 

:: leading provider of financial analysis solutions 
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riskproTM functional and analytic coverage

Trading book-oriented value and exposure analysis, including several valuation
methods like net present value, fair value and the calculation of sensitivities
with respect to exogenous market risk factors (duration, key rate duration, con-
vexity and option Greeks) and their stress testing. Value at Risk can be calcu-
lated using the parametric, historical or Monte Carlo approach.

Covers the calculation of current and potential exposure taking into account
collaterals, guarantees and recovery rates. The exposure can be what-if or
Monte Carlo-based. The expected loss module simulates and calculates the
effects of rating migrations, defaults and recovery dynamically.

Framework allowing to implement several types of performance measures like
the Sharpe ratio, RORAC, RAROC, EVA and many others. For FTP, opportunity
rates can be directly assigned to financial contracts within riskpro™.

Based on the ongoing concern approach and enable simulations of the whole
balance sheet and profit & loss using what-if scenarios of market prices, client
behavior and business strategies. It is fully contract based and can include eco-
nometric analysis. 

Comprises the definition of nominal, fair value or Value at Risk limits for coun-
terparties, countries, industries, rating categories, etc. Each limit has a time
dimension, and every change is historized. A flexible reporting enables dash-
board representations and alerts. 

Analysis of risk is due to the exchange of cash flows. It arises when an organi-
zation makes payment and ends when the offsetting payment is received. This
module allows visualizing the settlement risk grouped by exchanges, payment
types, counterparties, etc. 

Assesses the creditworthiness of an individual, corporation, or country ex-
pressing the probability that the subject can pay back a loan. Credit ratings are
calculated from financial history and current assets and liabilities.

Market Risk Analysis

Credit Risk Analysis

Performance & Funds
Transfer Pricing

Dynamic Simulation
Strategic Enterprise
Management (SEM)

Limit Management

Settlement Risk

Rating/Scoring
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The Basel II requirements are based on a three-pillar approach for market risk,
credit risk and operational risk. riskpro™ covers the standardized and the inter-
nal models for market risk, IRB foundation and advanced, as well as stan-
dardized, for credit risk, and basic indicator, standardized and advanced mea-
surement approach for operational risk.

Based on a Value-at-Risk approach, it covers market risk (variance-covariance,
VaR historical simulation and VaR Monte Carlo), credit risk (CVaR and
CreditRisk+) and operational risk (historical simulation, variance-covariance and
Monte Carlo).

Financial contracts are classified and valued either at amortized cost or at fair
value. A hedge relationship builder allows designating hedges by testing homo-
geneity and effectiveness. A hedge optimizer determines optimal hedges over
large numbers of financial contracts. IFRS specific book entries can be created
if required.

Covers the new framework for prudential regulation of insurance companies
consisting of a three-pillar approach: Minimum Capital Requirements (MCR),
Solvency Capital Requirements (SCR) and Adjusted SCR.

Banking book-oriented analysis (nominal, net present value, fair value, book
value, amortized cost) for assets and liabilities including interest sensitivity and
liquidity gap analysis. A dynamic simulation allows forecasting the future using
several scenarios for risk factors.

Covers the analysis of funding and market liquidity risk. It distinguishes bet-
ween cash flows which are fully contract-determined, market-dependent or
contingent on assumptions of the client behavior. It can include static positions
and / or new production. More advanced analyses calculate the liquidity at risk
based on Monte Carlo simulations.

OpRisk Suite from RCS AG, Zurich, is a web-based solution for operational risk
management and integrates several modules for the collection of losses, risk
self assessment, action tracking, monitoring of key risk indicators, fully inte-
grated reporting and quantification within one comprehensive system.

Basel II
Regulatory Capital

Economic Capital
Capital Allocation

IAS 32 & 39/ IFRS 7

Solvency II

Asset and Liability
Management

Liquidity Risk
Management and
Analysis

Operational Risk
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Implementation, ongoing support, training offering

A standard riskpro™ implementation usually starts with a so-called phase
ZERO fixed price project. It consists in the installation of riskpro™, followed by
2 to 5 days of training, based on a 4 to 8 weeks test license, 2 to 5 days of
modeling support and interface assessment, and the setting up of a phased
implementation plan defining roles and responsibilities of all internal and exter-
nal project participants. The subsequent implementation phases follow the in-
dividual priorities of each organization.

riskpro™ can be implemented within 2 to 15 months and riskprolight™ 
and the OpRisk Suite within weeks. Implementation is carried out by IRIS
and/or qualified IRIS Partners. Size of effort depends on the quality of the 
available data, the required scope of analysis and the available skills. The effi-
ciency of the project comes from the following factors:
• universality and flexibility of the underlying IRIS contract data model and of 

the optional riskpro™ ETL tool for the mapping
• quality of solution and user documentation
• experience, pragmatism and qualification of the IRIS professional service

consultant and trainers 
• ease of use of riskpro™, allowing users to understand the wanted functio-

nalities within days

The IRIS solution implementation support team consists of consultants from
IRIS or IRIS Partners experienced in the various aspects of integrated risk
management and implementation in small to large organizations. They assist
riskpro™ and riskprolight™ users in setting up best practices in ALM, market
risk, credit risk, FTP, Economic and Regulatory Capital, regulatory reporting,
modeling, building of scenarios and strategies, and setting up of reports during
implementation and after. 
Ongoing support is provided per e-mail and phone by a multi-lingual helpdesk
in Zurich with direct access to the IRIS consultants, financial engineers and if
needed, domain knowledgeable IT experts.

The riskpro™ and riskprolight™ license pricing is modular based on the real
requirements of each organization. The main pricing factors are the required
analysis methods, contract types, architecture, number of environments and
number of concurrent users.

Phase ZERO 
implementation

On-time and 
on-budget

phased 
implementation

Implementation and
ongoing support

Modular license 
pricing



Background References

IRIS integrated risk management ag was founded in
1992 by Dr. Willi Brammertz and Dr. Jürg B. Winter
in Zurich. The vision of the founders was to replace
the myriad of partial financial analysis systems 
within banks by a single unified analysis infrastruc-
ture covering all financial analysis needs. This re-
sulted in the development of riskpro™. The first
version was released in 1997. 

Today over 5000 riskpro™ modules are in use. 
riskpro™ is considered by consultants and the
trade press as one of the few genuinely integrated
financial analysis infrastructures.

IRIS continuously enhances riskpro™ according to
the demands of the market and its customers in the
frame of regular upgrades. 

riskpro™ is implemented worldwide by financial
engineers, consultants and domain experts from
the IRIS professional services function as well as a
growing number of IRIS Partners.

Being at the leading edge, IRIS domain experts and
consultants regularly write articles and books on
financial analysis for the trade and academic press
and cooperate with customers and universities.

The IRIS marketing and sales, consulting, training,
implementation activities and first-level support are
performed globally out of Zurich (head office) and
locally by a number of qualified IRIS Partners.
Research, technical developments and maintenance
are done out of Lausanne (Switzerland) and sister
companies outside of Switzerland.

IRIS integrated risk management ag and its local
sister companies are an independent, self-financed
Swiss private firm owned by its founders and a
small number of key contributors.

Over 230 small to large organizations in 20 coun-
tries are using riskpro™. Among them are: 

Bank J. van Breda & Co. NV, KBC Groep NV
(Belgium), SDC Udvikling A/S (a Danish ASP pro-
vider for risk applications), Piraeus Bank Egypt SAE
(Egypt), DEXIA Crédit Local, IXIS Corporate &
Investment Bank, RCI Banque (France), Deutsche
Apotheker- und Ärztebank Eg; BayernLB; Kredit-
anstalt für Wiederaufbau (Germany),  Agricultural
Bank of Greece S.A., Piraeus Bank (Greece), Israel
Discount Bank Ltd., Leumi-Le Israel B.M. (Israel),
Fortis Banque Luxembourg (Luxembourg), Bank
Gospodarki Zywnosciowej S.A. (Poland), Investec
Bank Ltd. (South Africa), ABN-AMRO Bank; some
cantonal banks (Switzerland), UAE: Dubai Bank
(United Arab Emirates), HBOS plc, Investec Bank
Limited (UK), etc.

Over the years, the number of customers widening
step by step the scope of use in terms of analysis
methods, regulatory reports and contract types has
been steadily increasing. These are all benefiting
from more transparency and decreased cost re-
sulting from unified financial analysis. IRIS is glad 
to put interested parties in contact with our refer-
ences.

www.irisacademy.com

IRIS helps users to get the most out of 
riskpro™ and if wished become totally self-
sufficient) through a comprehensive offer of
standard and tailor-made training programs
for users and their managers.

www.irisacademy.com describes the current
offer of training courses, workshops and cer-
tification programs available for current and
potential customers and IRIS partners.
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